
Recall Detail 
Ref No 10000378 
Manufacturer Daimler AG 
Vehicle Class Van/Private car 

Model/Type Vito and Viano - model 639 with code SH9 (window bag for driver 
and front passenger 

Dealer (phone no) Zung Fu Hunghom Service Centre:   2363 9396 
Zung Fu Commercial Vehicle Service Centre:  2637 2988 

Subject Replace trim at A-pillar (9193058) 
Progress Running 

Affected Vehicle 
Identification Number 
(VIN) 

Regarding the chassis number of vehicle affected by this 
campaign , please refer to EITHER (1) or (2): 
 
(1) If vehicle was bought from Zung Fu or ever repaired under 
warranty in Zung Fu Service Centre, please see below the list of 
chassis numbers of identified and remaining vehicles.  
2) If vehicle was not bought from Zung Fu and never repaired 
under warranty in Zung Fu Service Centre, and the vehicle 
production date fell into that specified in "Build date", please 
contact Zung Fu Service Centres or us at above mentioned 
telephone numbers to clarify whether your vehicle is affect by this 
recall. 

Description of Defect, 
how it came to light, 
and possible 
consequences if 
ignored. 

On individual Vito and Viano model vehicles with windowbag, it 
may not be possible to ensure the correct function of the check 
strap of the A-pillar trim due to a material fault. On the affected 
vehicles, the check strap may detach from the A-pillar trim in the 
event of an accident with windowbag deployment.As a result, 
penetration of the A-pillar trim may occur in the possible forward 
displacement area of the occupants. It may therefore not be 
possible to completely preclude an increased risk of injury of the 
occupants. 

Remedial Action Replace the A-pillar trim on the affected vehicles as a 
precautionary measure as part of a recall. 

Build Dates 01/04/2011 - 10/05/2011 
Launch Date 17/01/2012 
Tentative Date of 
Recall Completion 31/12/2012 

 

1 WDF63981523649252 
2 WDF63960123658918 
3 WDF63981323649796 
4 WDF63981323652416 

5WDF63981523648591 
 


